E&M Technologies
4465 Northpark Dr. Suite 304
Colorado Springs, CO 80907

Job Title: Senior Counterintelligence Specialist - Signature Reduction (SR)
Location: Ft Meade, MD
Security Clearance: TS/SCI
E&M Technologies is currently seeking a Senior Counterintelligence Specialist - Signature
Reduction (SR) for Classified Operations to support a Federal government client.
Position Requirements:
 Identify, monitor, and assess foreign intelligence efforts attempting collection of sensitive national
security information on U.S. persons, activities, and interests, including threats posed by emerging
technologies to U.S. operations and interests
 Apply understanding of foreign intelligence capabilities / activities and U.S. and foreign partner CI
capabilities and TTPs for in-depth analytic research and production of all-source CI studies
 Conduct, develop, produce, and present programs of instruction in specified collection operation TTPs
 supporting processes, relevant to the various human intelligence and technical intelligence operations
under DoD authorities
 Assess intelligence from reporting; disseminate evaluations back to reporting elements to apprise them
of the quality and value of the reporting and coordinate with analytical elements to identify information
gaps and under-reported requirements
 Maintain reporting statistics and assess past collection to assist commanders in determining the impact
of their operations and shaping future collection
 Assess source placement, access, value, control, reliability, and credibility based on historical reporting
and CM&D-related tasking rom United States Army Intelligence and Security Command (INSCOM)
Required Education/Experience
 Graduate of either the Advanced Technicians Course (ATC) or the Advanced Planners Course (APC)
 Graduate of in-residence Fundamentals of Intelligence Analysis course or Military Service equivalent
 2 years of experience as a SR technician, delivering dedicated SR support
 Experience in working with Signature Reduction databases
 High school diploma with at least 12 years of relevant experience; an associate degree with at least
10 years of relevant experience; a bachelor's degree with at least 8 years of relevant experience; or a
master's degree with at least 6 years of relevant experience
 At least a portion of experience must be within the last 2 years
E&M Technologies offers competitive salaries, medical benefits, and 401k plan.
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E&M Technologies
4465 Northpark Dr. Suite 304
Colorado Springs, CO 80907

To Apply for this Position:
You must have the Required Qualifications in your resume to be selected as a candidate.
Send your resume to emtech@eandmtech.com
All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, color, religion, sex, sexual
orientation, gender identity, marital status, national origin, age, veteran status, disability, or any other protected
class. U.S. Citizenship is required for most positions.
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